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The bottle opener is a product that functions as a removal of metal bottle caps that usually display simplicity in its design, particularly in the early days it was introduced. At present, most of the design for this product seems to display modern appearance but less consideration on the user comfort. Therefore, a new design of the bottle opener is produced which took consideration not only on the appearance but also the ergonomic aspect that uses plastic together with semi-curve lines providing users a steady thumb and firm hand grip. It is inspired by nature (insect) in which it mimicked the Rhinoceros beetle’s body parts. This can be seen on its horn that functioned as a cap remover. Although it portrays rugged looks in its design, the contrasting color applied on this product creates an appealing appearance as well as provide cues on how it can be operated. Furthermore, this product also offers a dual purpose in the form of a keychain, a glow in the dark refrigerator magnet or as a local insect collection for collectors.